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from a mere observance of rules that could not be deemed suffi·
cient to meet the exigencies of navigation in "a crowded channel,
or in the vicinity of wharves," and to impose a caution that the
nature of the situation would require of a prudent man to avoid
accidents. The very purpose of the exception is to make the duty
of observing care depend upon no mere technical signals, but to
impose a general obligation of care in the movement of the steamer
in localities where other craft were, or might be expected to be.
lts general intention would not cover the present case, as nothing
in the way of shipping could be expected to be crowded between
the bow of the lighter and the pier; and, indeed, such a thing, if
not impossible, is too improbable, and foreign to any state of facts
contemplated by the rUle, to permit a serious contention that its
direction has any application. These rules have reference to the
meeting and movement of ships, vessels, and steamers, and not to a
vessel lying with her bow close to a pier, and a little boy, who has
climbed down the spiles, and placed himself on some logs right
under the vessel's bow, hidden from the view of any person other
than one looking over and down from the extreme forward part
()f the boat. Whatever sympathy such an accident as that here in-
volV'ed may provoke, there does not seem to be a single legal jus-
tification for allowing the claim. Therefore the claim is disal-
lowed, and the relief prayed for by the petitioner is granted. The
decree may be settled in accordance with this decision.

In re DEMAREST et at.
In re PENNSYLVANIA R. CO.

(DIstrict Court, E. D. New York. March 9, 1898.)
l,NEGLrGENCE-PERSONAL INJURIES-MoVING BARGES.

Where a barge was being removed from one wharf to another, by a rope,
in a careful and customary manner, and a passing tug, not knowing that a
rope was being used, caught It in its wheel, and carried It away with such
suddenness that a boy on the barge became entangled in the coil, and llis leg
broken, neither party Is at fault.

2. BAME.,..,..DANGEROUS PREMISES-CHILDREN.
The rule that the owner of dangerous premises or machinery is guilty of

negligence in allowing young and inexperienced persons to come and remain
within the influences of such danger applies only where the injury complained
of resulted from a danger commonly Incident to the premises, and the owner
is not required to use affirmative care In guarding the child from a danger
arising entirely from extraneous causes.
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THOMAS, DistrjctJud'ge. The barge Wetherel, chartered by the
Pennsylvania .Railroad Company, was lyingat the Commercial Wharf,
in Atlantic Basin, ,Brooklyn, .24, 1893. Otto Nilsen, then of the
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age of ten years and about four months, and his brother, of the age
of seven years, Norwegians, resided with their parents in Brooklyn.
They had been in this country for about four months, and neither read
nor spoke the English language. On the morning of the above date,
the were sent to school; but finding, as they claimed, the school
gates closed, they, while returning home, were attracted to the wharf
where the barge was lying, and asked the mate, one Nansen, also a
Norwegian, dead before the trial, if they could go aboard the same.
Pursuant to his consent, they did go aboard, and remained until lunch
hour, when they went home, returned after lunch, again went on the
barge, and remained there until after the accident in controversy.
Erickson, captain of the barge, a Norwegian, states that in the fore·
noon he directed themate to send the boys ashore, and that in the after-
noon he in person gave a similar order, which was obeyed, and that
thereafter he did not know that the boys were on the barge until the
immediate time of the accident. The boys deny that they were ordered
from the barge by anyone, but rather that they were encouraged by
the mate, and suffered by the captain, to remain, and their statement
in this particular, in witj;l other circumstances, is preferable.
About 3 o'clock the barge was removed from the Commercial Wharf
to a parallel wharf some 200 feet distant, and known as "South Central
Pier," about opposite the end of which the barge was lying. The
barge, while at the Commercial Wharf, was headed in a northerly di·
rection, while at some 10 feet from its stern was a coal boat. The
manner of changing the position of the boat was as follows: One end
of a rope, coiled at a spot towards the bow of the barge, was passed
over the railing on the starboard side thereof, and carried to the stern
of the coal boat, and fastened. Thereupon Erickson, with a boat hook,
pushed the stern of the barge from the wharf, and, then seizing the
rope, began pulling upon the fastening on the coal boat, at the same
time backing towards the bow of the barge. This drew the bow of the
barge to a position approximately at right angles to the C<JmmerciaJ
Wharf, and ga'Ve her sternway in .the direction of the South Central
Pier. This impetus having beeD attained, Erickson ordered the mate,
thell . on the coal. boat, to cast off· the line fastened thereon, which
he did; and Erickson dropped his hold on the line, went towards
the stern to grapple his boat hook upon the South Central Pier,
which by this time the barge had approached to within some 10 feet.
The line thus releasedtrailedo'Ver the starboard side pf the barge near
the bow, falling into the water at an angle of some 45°, while the end
detached from the coal boat fell into the water, by which it was cov-
ered. At this moment, the tug Defiance, coming into the Basin from
the East river to take a boat lying southerly of. the barge, for which
purpose it was necessary to pass the same, was rounding South Central
Pier, from the end of which the barge was not far distant.
Erickson testified that he called out to the captain of the tug, who

was in the pilot house, as follows: "I have got a line out. Look outfor iti" or, "Captain of the tug, 1have got a line ac'ross there;" but did
not call at that instant upon the captain to stop. It appears that
Erickson called out in this manner, not in expectation of any danger
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to the boy, but to save his line from being cut or picked up by the tug.
The captain of the tug testifies that he did not see the line, and that it
was not in view; and the conclusion is warranted that, as the line
passed from the barge to the water on the starboard side, it was not
fairly in the sight of the captain of the tug. The captain of the barge
states that the line was floating in the water, but whether it was on
the water or in such a condition as to be seen he is not able to state.
The injured boy and his brother state that the line was just above the
water, but it is apparent that their judgment upon the matter, even
if they have any memory, is not reliable, and that their recollection of
the details of the movement of the barge and of the position of the
line is inaccurate, however much they may have intended to speak truly
concerning them. Tbe captain of the tug also states that he did not
hear the warning given by Erickson, nor any warning whatsoever,
until he had passed the lighter, when he heard somebody say, "Look
at the boy!" When Erickson saw that there was danger of the tug
taking up the line, he went hurriedly forward of the mast, where the
boys were standing, which was near the winch, and two or three feet
from the coil of rope according to his statement. It was his intention
to pull the line in. He states as follows: "I told him [the injured
boy] to get out of the way, and, as soon as I made a grab for the rope,
it went out all of a sudden. This was caused by the tugboat picking
it up in her wheel." He states that he then looked behind, and saw the
boy tangled up in the rope and tried to clear him, but he could not; and '
that he got hold of the brake on the winch, and held on until the last
turn around his leg broke the boy's leg behind the bitt, which is forward
of the winch. The evidence of the boys was that, when the tugboat
was near the rope, Erickson called out for the tugboat to stop, and that
then Erickson came over, and said to "look out," and then he let the
line out quicker, and the injured boy stepped aside, and into the circle
of the rope, which was at his left, and that the coil of rope pulled the
boy around a couple of times, and caught him up, and brought him
against the side of the boat, and caused the injury, and that there-
after Erickson caught him in his arms, and tried to cut the rope with
an ax. Their evidence is that the bow of the tugboat had just touched
the rope as Erickson called out.
lt is obvious from these facts that no fault attaches to the Defiance

whereupon liability for the accident may be based. The case does not
fall w: 'hin the facts present in Clark v. Koehler, 46 Hun, 536. See
Bankrs v. Railway Co., 136 Mass. 485.
The only question remains as to the liability of the barge. It

is claimed by counsel for the respondent that the barge is guilty of
negligence in two particulars: First, in allowing the boys to come
and remain upon the barge; and, second, in obstructing the water-
way with the rope. As to the last claim, it appears that the Basin
was not a public water, except for such boats as were privileged
to use the same, and that the means employed to send the barge
from the wharf to the pier were quite customary, and there is noth-
ing to indicate a negligent exercise of this usual right. The more
serious question arises as to the neglect of the captain of the barge
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and theniate in allowing the boys to spend the day upon it, con-
cerning which the rule is invoked that the owner or person in
charge of dangerous premises or machinery is guilty of negligence
in allowing young and inexperienced persons to come and remain
within the influences of such danger. It is urged also, in the pr0s-
ent case, that those in charge of the barge expressly or impliedly
invited the children to remain on the barge, and that the owner is
liable to the same extent as if the invitation had been directly ex-
tended by itself. Tbeauthorities respecting these contentions are
familiar, and need not be cited nor reviewed. But was the place
one of danger? Did those in charge do or omit any act constitut-
ing negligence? Erickson testifies that he sent the boys away be-
cause it was dangerous for them to remain, and that one of them
had, in the earlier part 'of the day; been struck on the shoulder by
the handle of the winch, which was the immediate cause of his
ordering them off, and that he regarded it as a pretty dangerous
place for the boys to be. "If the injury had occurred from any dan-
ger commonly incident to the boat or the navigation thereof, or
from the misbehavior .of those in charge, this opinion of the cap-
tain might have weight in connection with other circumstances
in determining the liability of the barge. But the injury arose
from a circumstance quite removed from any danger ordinarily or
reasonably to be expected from the presence of the boys upon the
barge, or the changing of the position thereof; nor did it arise
from the active misconduct of tlie captain or mate. The only pos-
sible ground for charging ;culpable negligence relates to the non-
feasance of Erickson when actual peril arose from which the ac-
cident resulted. The subject may be discussed from such stand-
point.
The boys were on the barge by the consent of those in charge of

her. If it must be held that those in charge were not so related
to the cause of the accident as to make the petitioner liable, yet
when there appeared a sudden, unexpected, and unusual condition,
and one dangerous to the if brought within its influence,
did Erickson then do or omit to do any act that resulted in creat-
ing such liability? In other words, if it must be held that the
fact that the lads were neal' coil of rope, amusing themselves
perhaps by bandling the line, while. the boat was being shifted,
did not show negligence on the part of Erickson, yet when the
latter discovered that the rope was, or was likely to be made, fast
to the tug, whereby it would be rapidly uncoiled and carried out,
did the relatiOn that he had allowed to exist between the boys and
the boat require him to do any affirmative act looking to their
safety? The proposition is this: Two children, one ten and one
seven years of age, have been allowed to come upon a barge ly-
ing at a wharf near a ,public street, and play thereon for several
hours, and to stand near and handle a coil of rope used in
slOWly moving the barge. Suddenly a passing tug takes up the
rope, and carries it :r;apidly ont.The captain in charge of the
'barge, havirigcome hurriedly up, tells the boys to get out of the
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way, takes the rope, and gives them no other attention. In yield-
ing their position to him, one of them steps into the coil, is caught
by it, and injured. A place not dangerous, by an unexpected
event, and one for which those in charge of the barge were not
responsible, becomes dangerons; because it cannot be doubted that,
when this rope began to go out rapidly, the situation was one of
peril to children of tender years. If Erickson thought the barge
in itself was a dangerous place, there was every reason for his ap-
preciating that the danger was greatly increased. He then knew,
or should have known, that these children, in proximity to this
coil, were in a position where injnry might come. No threatened
injury to the barge or the line appeared, which demanded Erick-
son's immediate and undivided attention, or necessarily diverted it
from the children, or at least forbade the exercise of some protec-
tion or care in their behalf. There is no evidence that he paid the
slightest attention to the removal of the children from their peril-
ous position, or that he gave them any instructions, or did any act
even remotely directed towards their security. On the other hand,
he came rapidly forward, told them to get out of the way, took hold
and began to handle the line. He wished to occupy the position
in which the children were, and, while the respondent was taking
another position, he stepped into the coil. Through Erickson's
sufferance, the boys were in a position which unexpectedly became
dangerous for the children. He desired them to stand aside from
that position, that he might occupy it. How they did it does not
seem to have been a matter of care to him. Let us make an illus-
tration: Some machinery is not in motion, and some curious chil-
dren are standing near it, by the sufferance of the owner's servants.
From a cause for which the owner was not responsible, the ma-
chinery is set in motion, and the children thereby are placed in a
dangerous situation, and the person in charge comes hurriedly to
the spot, and orders the children to get out of the way, occupies
their place, and one of them, in getting out, is injured. Has the
person done his duty to the children? The question is new in this
feature: That,while the petitioner is not responsible for the cause
of danger, he permits children of a tender age to be on his prem-
ises; and, when the danger appears, he orders them hurriedly aside,
without the exercise of any affirmative care for their safety in obey-
ing the command. The fact that he does not create the danger does
not, from a moral standpoint at least, excuse care, when it does
appear, towards a child within the action of the perilous agency.
Erickson should not have contented himself with ordering him
away, but should have given some bp-ed at least to the manner of
the child's escape from the perilous surroundings. And yet the
fauIt of Erickson was simply that of nonfeasance in the face of a
danger for which he was in no wise a responsible agent. His mere
omission to take charge of the child does not seem to have such
causal connection with the injury as would make the petitioner lia-
ble. Erickson personally did not do what a careful and consid-
erate man should have done; but such omission seems to bear
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rat];1er upon his exercise of a personal humanity than upon a legal
duty which the petitioner owed to the respondent, and which was
to be fulfilled by its agent in charge of the barge.
The owners of preIIlises and machinery have been declared re-

sponsible for the exposure of the same under such circumstances
as to attract children, as well as for the misconduct of their serv-
ants in the treatment of. children, and even adults, who were by
the invitation of such servants, or without any sanction whatso-
ever, in places over which such servants had control. There seems,
however, to be no authority or principle that sanctions a holding
that the owners of premises or appliances, whether acting through
themselves or others, are legally required to use affirmative care
to guard a child from a danger not incident to the locus in quo,
arising without culpable fault of their own, but entirely from
extraneous causes. Were. such authority or principle present, there
would be no hesitation in awarding damages to the respondent;
but, in the absence of such legal justification, the conclusion nec-
essarily results that there must be a decree for the petitioners,
relieving them from liability, and granting the relief prayed for in
the petition.

THE BRONX.

SMITH eta!. v. THE BRONX.

(District, Court, D. Massachusetts. March 22, 1898.)

1. BURDEN Ol"F'ROOl"-PRESUMP'l'ION Ol" FACT.
The burden of proving that the damages to be recovered were caused by

the wrongdoing of the offending vessel remains on the libelant, and does not
shift during the trial; but the Introduction of evidence may give rise to a
preE>umptlon of fact, and thus put upon a party the burden of explaining
a situation from Which, In the absence of explanation, his liability would be
presumed.

a. MEASURE OF DAMAGES-REFUSAL OF MASTER OF STRANDED VESSEL TO Ac-
CEPT ASSISTANCE.
Where those in charge of a stranded vessel refuse the services of tugs

belonging to the owner of thE' vessel responsible for the accident, tendered
promptly, while the tide was high and conditions favorable, and it appears
that the stranded vessel could have been saved at that time with less cost
than that afterwards incurred by libelant, he will be limited to such damages
as the schooner and cargo would have sustained if hauled off the beach at
time of claimant's offer.

This was a libel in admiralty by John L. Smith and others against
the steam tug Bronx to recover damages for the stranding of libel-
ants' schooner Hooper, while in tow of the Bronx. The cause was
heard on exceptions to the assessor's report in respect to the dam
ages.
The schooner Hooper went ashore on Plum Island a little after high water, on

the evening of July 4th. The accident happened throllgh the fault of the tug
Bronx, which had undertaken to tow her into Newburyport. On the following
morning, the master of the schooner, Joseph E. James, who, with his crew, had


